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EARLY rising Is not
conducive to heaith or
wealth, says an authority. Gooy bye alarm
clocks!
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BECAUSE OF WAR IN EUROPE

WILL SUCCEED PIUS X

NAVY

WILL DECLARE WAR ON GERMANY
SUNDAY UNLESS KAISER CALLS

SHIPS FROM EASTERN WATERS
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Mikado's Empire Becoming Involved in War
Will Prove Menace fo America.
GERMAN

ADVANCE

UPON

ANTWERP

CONNIES
UNITED

Every Effort is Being Made to Put up a Desperate Defense
lied Armies of France, Great Britain and Belgium Mill Resist Advance of Kaiser's Arms Russian Army Prepares
to Invade Prussia Bloody Engagement.

STATES WILL

SENATE PASSES THE

RELIEF FOR AIHERICAV

Al-

NOTuALLQW COALING

INSURANCECIIEASCRE

CITIZENS IN BRUSSELS

rope.
AMERICAN

STATIONS
DESTROYER
TO PREVENT SMUGGLING TO GERMAN

"The most formidable shock In history" will occur on Belgian soil,
cording to French military experts, when the great armies of Germany
and Austrians on the one side and the allied troops of Belgium, France
and Britain on the other come Into close contact. No definite information
as to the place where the decisive encounter Is to occur is permitted to
pass the censor, but the general staff of the French army declares itself
confident of fighting under the best auspices for its own forces. '
Not a shell was fired by the Belgians when entry Into Brussels was
made yesterday by a strong column of German troops encamped In the
vicinity. After the departure of the Belgian troops from the capital, communication was cut off between that city and other parts of Belgium and
abroad. The temporary capital of the country, Antwerp, whither the Belgians retired, is understood to be strongly fortified, and military corre.
spondents declare the preparations for its defense extend over an enormous
'area, while it has been provisioned for a long siege.
British and French warships bombarded and greatly damaged Cattaro,
an Austrian seaport, on Wednesday. Libau. the Russian Baltic seaport,
was badly damaged during its two hour bambardment by a German fleet,
according to the captain of a Swedish steamer. The inhabitants were

VESSELS TO BE
DUftING EUROPEAN

PLACE OF REFUGE PROVIDED
OF ARMY
COMMITTEE

BY

Wak

OFFICERS

Washington, Aug. 21. Tbe senate
passed today after two hours' debate
the emergency War risk insurance bill,
carrying an appropriation of $3,000,000
for the purpose pt insuring American
vessels and cargoes against the hazards of war.
The bill was attended by unanimous
consent before passage, the provision
that rates of insurance he fixed on an
ecaiality with those imposed by belligerent nations which employ government insurance being stricken out.

Iondon, Aug. 21. Major Perry L.
Boyer of the American medical corps
Kaa Joined the relief committee here.
He left Brussels on Wednesday, where
he was on relief work. Major Boyer

SHIP

ac-

panic-stricke-

'

21. Rome
mourned
Rome, Aug.
deeply today the death of Pope Pius
X. but the sorrow did not prevent
the active furtherance of preparations
for the holding of a conclave of the
sacred college of cardinals for the
election of a new head Pt the church.
There was much speculation as to
the probable outcome of the election,
but the view appeared to prevail that
owing to the divided state of Europe
just now it was almost certain that
an Italian would be chosen, as the
Italian cardinals form the strongest
faction of the sacred college.
As a preliminary to the meeting of
the cardinals the papal secretary, Cardinal Merry del Val, gave up his of
fice, in accordance with custom, and
all the other high officials of the Vatican did likewise. The late pope's
physician, Dr. Marchiafava, declares
in an interview that his patient suf
fered much physically and mentally
through the outbreak of war in Eu

San Francisco, Aug. 21 The United
States torpedo boat destroyer Preble
took a station today southwest of
island commanding the inner
entrance to the Golden Gate. Until
further notice her mission will be to
see that the tramp steamer Mazatlan,
now under the Mexican flag but owned by the German shipping firm of
Jtbson & Company, does not put to
sea with 500 tons of sacked coal,
which she still has on board.
The Mazatlan made Informal application for clearance papers yester-- .
Evidence taken
day and was jjjised
before Collector Davis showed that
the coal was the property of the German government and had been loaded
aboard the Mazatlan for transfer to
the Leipzig.

says the resident committee got every
possible American out of Brussels on
Wednesday and was prepared carefully to protect Amertcuiis whose business interests forced them to stay
thre,, A large houHe protected by
American flags and well equipped
with beds: and foodstuffs has been
provided for use as a refuge should
the emergency arise.

Washington, Ausf. 21. There will
be no further delay in disbursing to
Americans in Europe the funds deOF
posited by relatives and friends with
the treasury department and par- warded aboard the cruisers Tennessee
and North Carolina. Explaining the
delay in disbursement it was stated
that a misunderstanding had arisen
abroad as to the funds aboard the
ATTORNEY GENERAL IS ON TRAIL
cruisers. It waa supposed that the
OF MEN WHO HOODWINKmoney was Intended only for the re
ED PUBLIC
lief of destitute Americans without
credit or private means.

RAISING

German warships are reported to have destroyed the harbor works at
Hango, Finland.
Japan is making active preparations In view of the approaching exPRAYERS FOR VICTORY
piration on Sunday of the time limit of her ultimatum to Germa'ny. It is
London, Aug. 21. Intercessory servexpected she will at once move on Kiao Chow, the German protectorate
ices were held in practically every
in China.
church in England today on behalf
A call to arms affecting all men from 20 to 42 years old has been
of the nations engaged in the war
issued by the Austrian government.
with a special prayer for the success
of the British arms.
King George
of
excellent
critic
reputaed military
Tokio, Aug. 21. Mobilization
and
with Princess Mary,
orders for the army and navy
tion, says the great battle has begun wereQueen Mary,
present at the services in Westwere issued here today, indicating
p.long a front of nearly 2,50 miles, 2,minster Abbey.
men
in
will
no
lose
part.
500,000
time
taking
that Japan
INDICJMENTSW1LL BEJ MADE
France
for
ultiVolunteers
to
enforce
the
endeavoring
FAIR WILL OCCUR
The great square fronting the
matum which was directed to
BE
21. Answering THE ENTIRE COUNTRY'wiLL
Aug.
Washington,
in Paris presented a striking
Germany a few days ago, requirin
IN
received from foreigners
SCOPE OF
COVERED
spectacle today with 18,000 foreign inquiries
ing the German navy to vacate
Bryan
INVESTIGATION
volunteers assembled In orderly for- European countries, SecretaryPanama-Pacifieastern waters and demanding
has officially stated that the
that the kaiser withdraw his mation under the flags of their va
exposition at San Francisco,
in.
There
mustered
to
nations
be
rious
China.
troops from Kiao Chow,
will
be held as announced. So MACE THE WAR A PRETEXT
1515,
were 4,500 Jews from all countries,
The ultimatum required a reply
none of the European countries
far
a
as
serve
Sun-cato
separate
who desired
from Germany on or before
v ho declared their Intention to ex
and If such Is not made milcommand; there were also 3,000 BelELEVATGUILTY MANIPULATORS
at the fair have withdrawn.
hibit
gians, 4,500 Italians, 2,600 Russians,
itary operations, it is understood,
COST
THE
MATERIALLY
ED
will begin at once.
2,000. Swiss and 1,100 Spaniards, GOO
OF LIVING
and
Roumanians, 335 Luxemburg-rAmericans.
;23
T OOPS TO STAY
Victory of Little importance
21. Attorney
Paris, Aug. 21. The Petit Parislen's
Aug
Washington,
review of the war situation today
Ghent, Belgium (via Paris), Aug.
General McReynolds expects several
21. German hussars and Uhlans arAT VERA CRUZ indictments to be returned within the
eays:
"A great battle is preparing. Bel- - rived this morning (probably Thursnext few days as the result of the inglum is to be the theater of the most day on the grounds at tne gates of
formidable shock in history, the result Brussels, whence the burgomaster SECRETARY BRYAN SAYS THEIR vestigation ordered by President Wilof which escapes prophecy.
son of the increase in food prices
went to parley with them. In the
REMOVAL IS NOT CONTEMIn
the
at
Bouth
German officers occupying
Dinant
afternoon
PLATED SOON
"Repulsed
since the outbreak of war in Europe.
by the French the Germans have been I an automobile crossed Grand place
Government officials could not say
making since Tuesday a vigorous of--j (the market place), going to tire city
Washington, Aug. zl. "The sitnain what cities the Indictments
today
fensive movement towards the north hall, while detachments of Germans tinn in Mpvico is favorable and you !
.
Ko omicht , hnt
nmul
- it. was dpclarftd
the
of
Belwent through various parts
which on Wednesday forced the
can quote me as saying waicnrut.
would
fall
no
made to localize
be
to
a
fine
effort
after
resistance,
said
city.
gians.,
Secretary Bryan
waiting wins,'"
back on Antwerp. The Berlin govtoday, his face wreathed In smiles. the prosecutions In any particular
ernment will claim a triumph, where"The peaceful transfer of authority part of the country.
Not a Shot Fired
as from a strategic point of view the
London, Aug. 21: The Ghent cor- TiaT taken place and we are hoping
movement waa of mediocre import- respondent of the Chronicle tele- for an era of peace, progress and
ESPE CHARGES DROPPED
Santa
ance."
Fe, Aug. 21. That the charges
prosperity,"
graphs:
Mr. Bryan said recognition of the filed against Theodore N. Espe, chief
"Brussels is now occupied by ttie
French are Elated
The official news bulletin issued by enemy, having been surrendered to Carranza government and withdrawal for New Mexico of the general land
the Germans without, the firing of of the American forces at Vera Cruz office, with headquarters In Santa Fe,
tlie French war office today says:
have been dismissed as unfounded,
had not yet been considered.
"Up to the tweitieth day of the a single shot.
scandalous and malicious, is the re
asthe
French mobilization, despite
Correspondent to Be Shot
IN COMO
TREMBLOR
port that reaches here from Washing
surances of the German general staff,
The Amsterdam correspondent of
trans20.
In
ton, D. C. Charges againBt other
Rome,
Aug.
(Delayed
the Germans have not obtained any the Chronicle telegraphed yesterday
of the decisive advantages they count- that Antwerp was being put in a state mission) A strong earthquake shock officials recently filed, will also be
as the democratic ad
ed upon. Moreover, the enemy has of defense and beli
provisioned for was felt at Como today and caused viewed askance
not been able to carry the war onto a siege. He adds that it was staled great alarm. The people of the city ministration Is gradually discovering
our territory.
This advantage has at the office of the general staff on rushed into the streetsv The inmates what the republican administrations
at least a moral value which is worth Thursday that all foreign correspond of the San Donnino prison had a bad .knew from long years of experience
ents found In Belgium after last night scare, as they believed the ancient, that the making, of charges against
noticing."
The Matin says the French have would be shot,
building might collapse. The prison - . of ficials in New Mexico is an art that
era include Porter Charlton, the has been cultivated from the days of
thus
91
field
to
the
Last
Will Resist
far
German
cnptured
even earlier, if the
The correspondent of the Times at American who is awaiting, trial for , DeVargas and
pins, four flags and 19 automobiles.
are to be relied up
archives
wife
his
Como
at
Finnish
murder
Lake
the
of
0CO
Men in a Battle
2,500
The Hague, telegraphing today, says
on.
1910.
in
Lieutenant Colonel Roussel!, a retir- on
Page Five)
(Continued
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TORRES IS CONFIRMED
Santa Fe, Aug. 21. Anastacio C.
Torres, whose confirmation as post
master at Socorro, Socorro county,
had been held up by United States
Senators T. B. Catron' and A B. Fall
at the request of several prominent
Socorro county democrats who made
divers charges against Torres, one be
ing that he was a saloon keeper, has
been confirmed and his commission
issued.

The will of the late pontiff, whose
executors, it is expected, will be Car
dinals Merry del Val and De Lai, was
written in modest language. It Is said
to contain recommendations for a
simple burial in the crypt of St. Peters
and, an appeal for small pensions for
tbe dead popes sisters and for one
of his body servants.
Cardinals Convoked
The first formal congregation of
cardinals to arrange for the government of the church during the Interregnum and to prepare the conclave,
was convoked this afternon.
Marchiafava Makes Statemnt
Dr. Marchiafava said today :
"Five times last year the pope suffered from bronchial catarrh with af
fected lungs, and only once was he
'
lit witfe-re- al
gout-- . "This illness, which was grave from
the beginning, commenced on Sunday.
The pope suffered in trying to conceal it, and he refused to eat."
Dr. Marchiafava described all the
efforts made to induce the pope to
stay In bed and not to work and to
allow hime to be visited by a doctor.
Until Monday, however, the general
condition of the pope was not grave.
Tne pope himself said on Monday.
"I feel prety well today." He rose
from his bed and saw and conversed
with his sisters and doctor and drank
some milk ami mineral water, with Dr.
Marchiafava bad advised as a remedy
for albumuria. That evening, accord
ing to the, physician there was a slight
rise in temperature.

Merry del Val, the papal secretary
of state, dated at Rome 10:18 Wednesday, which was 4:18 p. m. New Yorlc
time, or one hour and 52 minutes af
ter the United Press circulated th
announcement of death, showing that
the pope was still alive, aa follows:
"Holy father dangerously 111 since
this morning. He may die at any
moment."
It is well enough to permit the issue of veracity between the Vatlcanf
and the United Tress to stand.
Ambassador Page at Rome

telo-gtaph- ed

the state department at
Washington that the pope died about

o'clock yesterday morning.
The Agences Havas of Ftance, ia
its independent service from Rome
gave the hour of death at 1:20 a, m.
The Reufer Telegram abency of London, in another independent-messagfixed the same hour. The Central
News agency of London, in another
message, gave the hour as 1:35 a. m.
As to the claim that the United
Press message was sent In code, the
following correspondence Is Illuminating:
Tbe general manager of the Asso
ciated Press sent to the officers of the
only three cable companies over whicti
a dispatch from Rome could be transmitted, a note as follows:
My understanding Is that during
this war period news messages cannot
be sent between any part of Europe
and the United States In code. Am I
right? An answer will oblige."
To this were returned the following
1

e,

arswers:
Mr. Stone:
Yes, for the reaftt
that messages cannot get to the UnitStates without juassing- through ;i
belligerent's territory and the be!
1

gerent'B have prohibited code.
(Signed) "Georpt Claprrffrtorj,
Commercial Cale compan
"Dear Mr. Stone: Your understan i
ir.g, unfortunately, is only too correct.
There is no route between any part of
Europe and this continent over which
In
any kind of messages prepared
code can be sent.
(Signed) "J. C. Willever, manager
cable department. Western Union
Telegraph company."
"Dear Mr. Stone. You are quite
i l&ht. All codes outside of government
messages are prohibited.
(Signed) "E. C. Sweeney, manager
French Cable company."
Nothing New About it
This business of announcing the
death of a distinguished person before
it actually occurs Is not new with the
,l!imeo iresB peopiev yueen viciona
died January 22, 1901 at 8:20 p. m.
Umdon time (1:34 p. m. New York
traf'-mjinag-

er.

,

United Press' Fake Telegram
On Wednesday
time).
afternoon, about 2:30 o'clock, the Uni
Before that hour a dispatch from
a
out
sent
for
ted Press association
office
of the uniLondon
the
mal announcement of the death of
ted Press, announcing the queen'3
Press
Pope Pius X. The Associated
death was printed. When the charge
sent out no such telegram at that was made
that this was a reckless
hour, nor for several hours thereaf guess or bold anticipation since the1
ter.
message was sent before the queen
ONLY A MIRACLE
Claim was made that the United bad breathed her last, answer waa
Press had scored an "important news made that a code word "Bergerac" had
beat. This claim was challenged with been used and that it meant "death."
SAVED AMERICANS the statement that, at half past two
The claim was also set up that
o'clock New York time, (8:30 p. m though the official announcement fixed
Roman time) the pope was still alive the time of the queen's death at 6:39
FOUR VISITORS IN MUEHLHAUSEN
and that he actually died at 1:20 p. m.it actually occurred at aa hour
WERE IN THE MIDST OF
o'clock on the following morning. To earlier and that a message to that
THE BATTLE
this the United Press made answer effect was sent from Osborne House
that, while the Vatican may have of- at 5:35 p. "m. to the archbishop of
Berlin, Aug. 21, (via Copenhagen ficially announced 1:20 o'clock at the Canterbury. An investigation resulted
and London) Four Americans, two time of death it actually occurred in an autograph letter from the archmen and two women, have just made much earlier and that such a practice bishop to the general manager of the
known their remarkable escape from was not unusual. It was said that Associated Press assuring him that
death at Muelhausen, where they wlen Leo XIII died there was a long he had received no such message
were during the fighting. They are interval between the actual death and So far as he knew or so far as any
While onfl eh?e knew or
announcement.
Edward Walker, a dentist, of Macon, the official
believed, the hour
at of death
true
that
Is
It
is
this
Mrs.
equally
true,
Ga., and his wife and Mr. and
officially given out namely
Cade, whose home address cannot be ni time was the hour of the death of 6:30 p. m. waa correct,
very soon
ascertained. Mr. Cade also Is a den Pcpe Leo XITI (4:54 p. m.) ever mis- this was shown to be the fact
tist. They were caught at Muelhaus stated officially or unofficially.
On September 18, 1911, also after
Further, It was said that the United M. Stolypin, former Russian premier,
en at the beginning of the fighting and
had to remain several days amidst a Press correspondent at Rome in the had been wounded at Kiev, Russia,
hall of projectiles. They are now case of Pope Pius X had sent two and had lingered for some time and
safe at Glatterbado in the black for cede messages, one reaching New v.as nearing his end, the United Press
est, whither they walked from Muel- Ycrk at 2:26 p. m. New York time, announced his death some time befora
rnd the other at 3:55 p. m. New York it actually occurred.
hausen.
A letter from one of the quartette tiire, and it was still maintained that
Melville E. Stone, general manager
and that the oi the Associated Press.
wfcicb has been brought to Berlin says these were accurate
the uninterrupted fighting and fire of pope's death actually occurred about
that hour.
aitillery never will he forgotten.
Pope's Sister III
There have been some new and in21. An
London, Aug.
"Projectiles struck the house we
rrronci ua
were in, while others exploded In the teresting developments. At 1 o'clock statement was made pubiio in Loi,! i
garden," says the letter. "We waited yesterday morning Monsignor Bon-znn- late last Dight and teleras hr.d to
the papal legate to this country, New York that Anna Sarto, (sis'er
death momentarily, hut were saved by
received a d'.Fpatth from Cardinal j
a miracle."
(Contlntjed on
Fmir)
New York, Aug. 21.
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DETROIT READY FOR G. A. R.
supplying homes for 3,000 set
Mr. Wooleey was loudly ap-- (
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 21. Local committees in charge of arrangements for
plauded for his excellent discourse.
the national encampment of the Grand
Sour StomJcn
Army of the Republic, to be held in
If you are troubled with this com- this city from August 31 to Septemplaint you should take Chamberlain's ber 5, reported today that they had
Tablets, being careful to observe the practically concluded their work- - Con
directions with each bottle. You are tracts for the decorations and illumicertain to be benefited by them If you nations have been closed, as have
give them a trial. Sold by all deal- contract for the erection of the grand
ers. Adv.
stands, for the fireworks and music.
A dozen large excursion boata have
been chartered for the boat ride the
DELEGATES ARE ARRIVING
Santa Fe, Aug. 21. Delegates to the afternoon of September 1, and the
republican, state convention next Mon evening of September 2; the medical
day are already arriving. Among committee gas conclude its plans
those here are Thomas P. Gable of for the care of the veterans, and the
Dawson, Colfax
county, and A. H. only work now before the committees
Case of Demlng, Luna county. L, C. is to carry out the general program
Klinefelter of the Obar Progress Is as outlined and. determined upon.
W. T. Greene, Hopkinton,
also here for the convention, which
N. II.,
lr point of attendance and enthusiasm v rites the following letter, which wiil
Is to be the largest republican conven- interest every one who has kidney
tion in the history of the state.
trouble. "For ever a year, Mrs. Greene
bfd been afflicted with a very stub-torkidney trouble. Foley Kidney
Fills done more to complete her re
BOTH STUCK
covery than any medicine she has ta
ken and I feel it my duty to recommend them." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. AJv.
1900,

tlers."

S.osenumM& Son,
South aidoPIaj

Grocery Sale

Mid-Mon- th

Ends Tomorrow Night
THE LOT

20 lbs Granulated Sugar
50 lbs U. S. Pat. Flour
10 lbs Pure Lard
20 bars Pearl White Soap

OMY

$125

6 Cans Tomatoes
2 12 lbs Schillings Steel Cut Coffee
6 lbs Pary Beans

Cash

TOMORROW

n

AT REDUCED PRICES
find many items that you
need, a few are listed hereoand you
will find others that the lots are too
small to advertise,
You will

75c to

$,25 Dressing

Sacques

Up to $4.00 Tub Silk Waists
Up to $4.50 Women's low Shoes
$1,25 Black Satine Flounces

65c Black Satine Flounces
25c Stationery,
tor
Up to 75c Infants Lawn Caps
65c Silk Gloves
65c to $1.00 Onyx Hose
Up to $6.00 Corsets
Up to $2.00 Corsets
50c Rompers
75c to 1.00 Art Goods
40c to 65c Art Goods
15 to 35c Art Goods
Childrens Dresses
HALF

2

low.

43c

$1.50
1.50

Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
attack of cholera morbus brought on
by eating green apples. His mother,
Mrs. pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
says, "I was advised to give him
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which. I did, and
the relief from the first was very
She I never would have married great After taking three doses he
you if I'd known you were a pool was all right" For sale by all dealr

50c

23c
25c
19c
22c
23c

1,25

man.
He

6Sc

39c
33c
5c

1(3

PRICE

PRICE

'

if

JJE

MM

A

NEW

COMMISSIONER

Santa Fe, Aug. 21. Judge William
H. Pope today appointed A. F. Men-geUnited States commissioner at
Alamogordo.
He accepted the resignation of A. A. Gallegos as commis
sioner at Gallegos, Union county, and
appointed Juanita G Gonzales to suc
ceed him.
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
who was down on her back with kidneys so sore he had to help her move.
He says, "She would cry with pain
across her kidneys, but after she took
the second bottle of Foley KMney Pills.
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co
Adv.
DEVINE

NATIONAL

FORESTER
EXPLAINS
CONDITIONS IN THE TIM-BE-

LAS VEGAN LECTURES
GIFTED
ABOUT FORMER TERRITORIAL GOVERNOR

Adv.

I notice all my

MOST LIKELY

18c

TOO LOW IN

WALLACE

ers.

friends say
"poor man" whenever they see ma
now I'm married to you.

TWITCHELL TELLS LUMBER IN WEST
STORY OF LEW

The day the Boston Braves broke
into the first division a Boston fan
offired $15 to $200 that the Stallings
crew would win the National league
pennant. Some speculator, this fel

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n
O

Bring Your

Job Work
Tn

The Optic Office

IS A NOTARY

Santa Fe, Aug. 21. Governor McDonald today appointed T. C. John-soNewrlch (pompously)
TRADE ...
flir.
Mj
of Las Cruces, and Richard
(laughter, sir, was born with a sllvei
of Bast Las Vegas, notaries pubspoon in her mouth.
i
lic. State Engineer James A. French
21.
WoolSanta
Theodore
Fe,
Aug.
of
Mr.
the
As
souvenir
a
1
T
Quickwit
ntn Tn
ii (V
ant WbllaAH
tcday filed his bond for $10,000 with
of the United States forestry occasion, I presume.
lived again last night; his spirit pac- sey, Jr.,
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero,
service, with headquarters at Albu
the bond being by the American
ed through the dim corridors and thick querque, before the summer school
HE NEVER CALLED AGAIN
company.
Surety
of the American School of Archaeolmore
once
one
the
indited
of
best
the
lectures of
ogy gave
Governors; he
Had Trouble With Her Stomach
stirring chapters at the close of Ben the forestry course and was given
"About
four years ago I began to
Hur and retired to his bed room to strict attention by the audience as
have trouble with my stomach and
he compared forestry in Europe, In
I n the lines that describe so graph
found it necessary to eat sparingly,"
dia and Africa, where he had made
writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt, Lima,
ically the Crucifixion. Colonel Ralph personal investigations, with the for
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
TS. Twitchell, in eloquent tribute to the estry methods of the United
States.
feeling In my stomach after eating
former governor of New Mexico, told He described administration and de
that was most uncomfortable. I was
for
vices
forest
develthe
protection,
of the life of Wallace, as a warrior,
also annoyed by frequent headaches.
of means of transportation,
a stateman, an executive and most im- opment
After taking a number of medicines
timber regulations and cutting plans,
without benefit I got a bottle of
portant, as a writer. "The Man and regeneration after cutting, grazing
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
His Book," was the subject of the lec- regulations, leasing, scientific develwere just the thing. Two bottles of
ture to the summer school, and the opment and demonstrated that wntle
them rid me of this complaint." For
announcement of the title and the the United States 'was gome seven
sale by all dealers. Advi.
name of the lecturer, was sufficient to hundred years behind Germany and
out
crowda
trance
audience
in
that
scientific forestry, it is
bring
large
ed the assembly room of the Old making rapid progress.
BIG PRISON GARDEN
There have been distinct periods of
Palace. The lecture was beautifully
Santa Fe, Aug. 21. The peniten
illustrated with lantern slides, collect- - development In forestry in all coun
Mr. Bore I'm rather late in leav- tiary gardens and fields are at the
' i
Kv
?Trrr fait and wMa
Pr1nc1 tries First, the settler waged war
height of their glory just now, Waring.
'
Twitchell. That the discourse strikes upon the vlrigin forest After that
den J. B. McManus having added over
Miss
Bettei
Caustique
(yawning)
' a
45 acres to the area under cultivation
popular vein is manifest from the came the state, of conservative lum- late than never.
fact that Colonel Twitchell has al- - bering and the protection of the forgiving jhealthful land profitable em'
ready had so many demands for the est against excessive grazing and fire;
ployment to quite a number of con
FUTURE INVITATIONS
lecture that he could spend the next and finally scientific management for
victs. The Denitentlarv tabl la n uirj
few years on the lecture platform giv-tb- a sustained yield. It was shown that
plied entirely, summer and winter
the forestg of India last
brilliant address.
with vegetables and canned fruit from
year yielded
Especially interesting to Santa Peans a net .profit of $3,000,000.
the penitentiary gardens and orchards.
were references to Lejp Wallace's stay
Speaking of forests in the United
Almost every known variety of gar
States Mr. Woolsey said:
of three years In Santa Fe, his
den truok ia grown fr6m lettuce to
"I do not feel that we have as
which are far reaching, his fof- chili. A large area is in alfalfa and
yet
ofcts as well as other grains are raispassed the stage of conservative lum
'were reminiscences by people still liv- bering!. Our market prices are in
ed, especially corn. Of course, there
is also a large herd of dairy cattle,
ing in Santa Fe, among these being many parts of tbe west still extremelow.
B.
ly
are
There
other barn yard denizens from
and
Thomas
bodies
of
Senator
large
States
ULited
chickens to swine. Thousands of dolCatron, Hon. Rafael Romero and oth- overmature timber which the governlars are saved the state by the peniers who were on intimate footing with ment and private owners must dispose
tentiary gardens.
Wallace. The method of writing Ben of before the stands can be brought
Hur and literary excellence of the to their highest producing capacity.
This development takes time and
"
Sufferers of Hay Fever
book were emphasized.
nd Asthma Get a Bottle of FoMrs. H. W. Bartlett read the Chariot must be dependent upon the construcRace with fine effect and the musical tion of logging railroads. Hand In
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
program following tbe choral exercises hand with this conservative lumberfrom choking, gasprng asthma and
in the patio, Included Mozart's Flow-er- a ing must always come the classificaand Fancies by the Summer School tion of agriculturial land, for it Is
hay fever for those who take
Hodge How are you, old fellow 1
Ladles chorus and a solo by Miss recognized that there are many iso- When you are down my way in
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
youi
Claribel Fisher, "The Swallows,! both lated tracts In the national forests automobile drop in some time.
healing soothing coating as It glides
which
must
be
encore
to
opened
elections well deserving the
I travel in an aero- down a raw tickling throat, and stops
agricultural
Dodge Oh!
settlement. More than 300,000 acres plane these days.
irritating coughs and colds. O. G
they received.
have been opened to settlement in
Hodge That so? Well, drop out Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
New Mexico and Arizona forests since ome time.
Adr.
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A HOT

POLITICAL

FIGHT NEARS
END
NUMEROUS

CANDIDATES
SEEKING HIGH OFFICE IN
WISCONSIN

dcra In all things. The senator re
sented McGovern's support of Roosevelt in the 1912 convention, and as
Lieutenant Governor Morris was an
original La Follette man, he was chos
en by the senator to lead the fight
against McGovern's advance to the
senate.
Senator Isaac Stephenson Is expected to throw his support to McGovern.
In fact, it Is said that the senator
withdrew himself from the race in
order to leave a clear field for McGovern.
It is the belief In political
circles that Stephenson intends to do
ail In his power to defeat Morris, In
the belief that in this manner he can
strike a hard blow at La Follette,
against whom he cherishes a bitter
political enmity.
On the democratic side the contest
for the senatorial nomination is be-Ueen State Senator Paul O. Husting
of Mayville, and Thomas M. Kearney,
a prominent corporation lawyer of Ra
cine. Husting calls himself a pro
gressive democrat and Kearney ' is
making the race as an Independent
democrat. The progressive party will
have no candidate for the senatorshlp,
and It Is circulating literature urging
the nomination of Governor McGov
ern, because he supported Roosevelt
for president two years ago. The
prohibition party has Indorsed Charles
L. Hill of Rosedale for the senatorshlp
and lately the social democrats- - have
named Emil Seidel former mayor of
Milwaukee, as their standard bearer.
There Is a
race for the
republican nomination for governor,
Ithe entries Including former State
Senator W. H. Hatton of New London,
A. H. Dahl
of Westby, Henry E.
Roethe of Fennimore, B. W. Utman of
Hudson, E. L. Phllllpe of Milwaukee,
and Merlin Hull of Black River Falls,
who was speaker of the lower house
of the Wisconsin legislature last sea-sio-

Madison, Wis., Aug. 21. One of the
most spirited political campaigns that
Wisconsin has seen In years Is rapidly nearlng a close. A week from
next Tuesday a general primary election will be held at which all parties
will name their candidates for United
States senator, representatives in
and a complete ticket of state
officers. Factional fights have added
interest to the contests in both the
republican and democratic ranks.
The contest for the republican nomination for United States senator, to
succeed Isaac Stephenson, is attracting particular attention. The aspirants for the nomination Include Francis
E. McGovern of Milwaukee, the present governor; Thomas Morris of La
Crosse, the present lieutenant governor; State Senator Timothy Burke
of Green Bay; Assemblyman Charles
E. Estabrook of Milwaukee, and Levi
H. Bancroft, former speaker of the
assembly, who has been Indorsed by
the conservative faction of the party.
The real contest on the republican
side is believed to be between Gover-Tio- r
McGovern and Lieutenant Governor Morris. These two represent the
Thai factions into which the republican party in Wisconsin has long been
split. McGovern belongs to the anti- La Follette faction and Morris is the
'
choice of La Follette. Governor McJohn A. Aylward of Madison, one of
Govern was always rated as a La
Follette man, until he had advanced the foremost leaders of his party In
so far in politics himself that he re- Wisconsin, and Judge John C. Karel
fused to submit to the La Follette or- - of Milwaukee are contesting for the
democratic nomination for governor.
Karel was the democratic candidate
for the governorship two years ago.
BLOTCHES ON FACE His personal popularity Is great
throughout the state. In 1912 he received 167,000 votes to 179,000 for
WITH ECZE1A
McGovern, (but the socialists cast
more than 34,000 votes, and if the
ear can
(!?mocriitIc candidate this
Kept Awake With Itching and Burnwin a few thousand from their ranks
ing, Face Was Pitted. Affected he will stand i fair chance of winning.
Different Parts of Body. Cuticura
The chief hope of the democrats is
in a revolt of the
Soap and Ointment Healed.
state electorate
against the high taxes paid this year,
Newport; Ore. "I was troubled with which
may send a democratic admin'! pimples all my life. They were the kind
that came under the skin in big red blotches. istration into the state house to apply
I was kept awake night after night with tha economy to it&te affairs. The man
My face was pitted. who Etands at the head of the governItching and burning.
Eczema also affected different parts of my
ment of Wisconsin at the present time
body and I would scratch till the skin was
all raw and sore.
when there is such a revulsion against
" I took gallons of blood medicine without
htavy taxes, has to bear a large porloing any good. No external treatment
tion of the odium whether he is perme
Cuticura
tried
till
I
Soap
did
any good
and Ointment. The Ointment relieved the sonally responsible in any great deitching the moment It was applied. I used gree for the burdens of the people or
the Soap and Ointment steadily for three
his complimonths and they healed me.'! (Signed) rot. Judge Karel pays
ment to Governor McGovern by sayMrs. B. A. Tozer, June 5. 1914.
ing that Wisconsin has had in the last
1
UNSIGHTLY PIMPLES ON FACE
two years without doubt " thewost adNew Sharon, Iowa. " Two or three years ministration it ever had."
con-Srt-

free-for-a- ll

'

'

'

ago pimples began to come on my face and
I had dandruff. The pimples made a very
unsightly appearance. They were red and
'
numerous, some came to a head and fostered
and the itching caused me to scratch them.
The dandruff on my head could be plainly
seen. I used two cakes of Cuticura Soap
and two boxes of Cuticura Ointment and
am now free from pimples and dandruff,'.!
(Signed) Clyde Flrebaugh, May 11, 1914.

Samples Free by Mail
j

j

I

A single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c) and
box of Cuticura Ointment (60c.) are often
Sold
sufficient when all else bat failed.
Sample of each
throughout the world.
mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address

"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.

post-car-d

Favorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
"About three years ago I had a serious attack of summer complaint
The doctor's medlclno failed to benefit me, so I sent for a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy upon tha recommendation, of
one of my neighbors. One dose of It
did me more good than all the other
medicine I had used. I Improved rapidly and in a short time I was well,"
writes Mrs. May Higglns. Peru, ind.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

ledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv..
CANADA INCREASES

?.;.o,ooo,ooo.

The effect of the change is that
while at present Canada's credit stands
for the security of notes the amount
secured by credit instead of gold will
be $37,500,000.

The war has crabbed the proposed
and
trip of an
baseball team to Europe next fall. An
Irish team would have a plumb chance
to perform in Germany and the
same may be said of a German team
iu Iceland.
all-Iris- h

Blood Tonic Has

Important Meaning
Puts the Right Sort of Vim
Where Most Needed.

To tone the blood means to enable It to
throw off accumulated impurities, to Increase the red corpuscles and to put tho
organs Into such active condition as to produce that conscious sensation
of what we feel as health.
This is the logical effect of using the
famous blood purilier, S. 8. S.
Half the people you meet complain of
muscles,
weary
stagnant brain. Jangled
nerves, and a wonderful desire to lay down
and just quit. Most of these people have
been using nervines that spasmodically flare
np the nerves only to die down attain, as
die they must.
Avoid nerve stimulants.
Bear in mind that this worn-ou- t
feeling Is
due to poor blood, to bacteria In the water
you drink ; to the multiplying of destructive germs in the blood faster than they
can be overcome by the white corpuscles;
and to what is known as
that
condition where the venous or impure blood
accumulates fanter than it can be replaced
by the red arterial blood.
8. 8. 8. has long been famous as a blood
purifier, and its action by elimination of
the Irritating poisons that infest the blood,
is one of the very important things to know.
You can get S. 8. S4 at any drug store,
but take no other
blood purifier.
S. Si R. is purely a vegetable product,
and you will make a great mistake to have
some enthusiast palm off a mercury, arsenic
or Iodide of potash preparation that may
do you irreparable harm.
S. 8. S. Is prepared by The Swift Specific
Co., 633 Swift Bldg., Atlanta. Ga., and if
or obstlnnte blood
any
?ou have write
to their Medical Dept. for
free advice. It will be worth your while
to do so.
blood-makin- g
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

SARCASM
E. P. Ripley, president of the Atch- isou, Topeka and Santa Fo railway,

wiote the following article, which ap- prars in the current issue of Traffic
World:
I have only just received and read
tie decision of the interstate com
merce commission in the 5 per cent
case. Having Rufficiont "troubles of my
own," I have taken but a languid in
terest In the case and do not care to
so into any extended review of it, es
pecially as it seems to me that Commissioner Daniels has sufficiently
punctured the majority report.
It does pot require 40 or 60 pages
of pr'nted matter to Justify the trivial
arV anre that is granted.
Everybody
vUv knows anything about It, knows
that the merchandise rates In central
(t'afflc territory are ridiculous, and
Hie requested 5 per cent is only a
fraction of what the advance ought
to be. It would not be difficult in
that territory to pick out thousands
of shipments, the freight charges on
which are not equal to the actual
warehouse cost of loading and unload
ing, making no allowance either for
t!ie hauling or Interest on plant. The
reasons for this are partly chargeable
to the railroads, but largely also to
the various "regulatory" bodies.
Nor did it require so much space to
tell ns that the passenger business is
uot profitable we knew that already
but in fairness should it not also be
stated that there has been a theory
ac'vanced by our rulers, and to some
extent accepted, to the effect that tue
transportation of individuals freely at
a minimum cost is a public necessity
and a service that ought not to be
expected to pay its full share of operating expenses? Our respected post
master general says that the United
States mail is such an Integral portion
of the state, and of such necessity
that it ought not to pay on the basis
of other business. The commission
neglects to point out any way by
which passenger rates may ha advance in view of the prevalence of
states.- -

a

The talk about various methods of
saving- - in expenses is platltudlonus,
but unconvincing to those of us who
ere "in it." If there is dishonesty
In purchases or improper connection
between business enterprises and
railroad directorates it is Just like
any other kind of dishonesty and
should be punished accordingly, but
it is not claimed that these charges
are of general application as a matter of fact, they can safely be denied
a3 applying to any considerable numbers of carriers.
As for free transportation, I have
long been known as a radical, and,
personally, I don't care how soon it is
abolished, root and branch, but the
figures given in the report as to the
magnitude of the losses it causes are
"Just piffle;" most of the deadhead
mileage is that of employes on company business much of the remainder is that of persons, who, in the
absence of the free pass, would not
travel at all and the amount of free
transportation given, to those who
would otherwise pay fare is negligible.
The whole document brings forcibly
to my mind the saying of our old
friend, Sancho Panza:
"Whether the rock hit the pitcher
or the pitcher hit the rock, it is all
cne to the pitcher."
Here are a lot of railroads who live
on present rates, to whom the relief
is immediately inadequate, and the
commission, after 14 months at aa
expenditure of money totally out of
proportion to the importance of the
case, gives them a fraction of the
fraction they asked for, accompanied
by a sermon upon other and unrelated
matters, which are either impossible
Verily,
of remedy or unimportant.
the " mountain has labored and
brought forth a mouse."
CITROLAXI

CITROLAXI

.

CITROLAXI

It's a laxative of course and
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$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
.President.
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presidtnt

of Family Physician

Formerly people thought meat nec- sessary for strength and muscular
vigor.
ine man wno worked hard was
supposed to require meat two or three
t'mes a day. Science has found out
differently.
It is now a common thing for the
family physician to order less meat,
as in the following letter from a N.
Y. man:
' I had suffered for
years with dyspepsia and nervousness. My physi
cian advised me to eat lesa meat sad
foods generally.
I tried sev
eral things to take the place of my
us
brr.lt fast of chops, fried potatoes. 'c , but got no relief until I
tried Grape-Nufood."
"After using Grape-Nut- s
for the
cereal part of my meals for two years,
I am now a well man.
Grape-Nut- s
benefited my health far more than
the medicine I had taken before.
"My wife and children are healthier
than they had been for years, and we
are a very happy family, largely due
jrrt-as-

.

.

to

Grape-Nuts-

.

"We have been so much benefited
that it would be un
by Grape-Nut- s
grateful not to acknowledge it"
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well- ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human

interest
CONVENTIONS

IN
NEW JERSEY
Trenton, N1, J., Aug. 21. In con
formity with the Geran election law
the three principal political parties in
New Jersey democrat, republican and
progressive will hold their state con- tions in this city on the same day,
September 29. The prohibitionists
and socialists have yet to obtain
enough votes in the state to entitle
them to a state convention Tbe pro
gressive element will control the democratic convention, indications show,
as the majority of those who will
compose It are known to favor the pol
icies of President Wilson.

Co.

blue-pencile-d

CAMPS Of THE
CONVICTS
GOVERNMENT
TIGATION

WILL MAKE INVES
INTO PRISONERS'

EFFICIENCY
Washington, Aug. 21. A Joint ar
rangement has been perfected be
tween the office of public roada of the
department of agriculture, and the
public health service,' for the study
of convict camps and of the utilization
of convict labor in the construction
of roads and the preparation of road
materials. There is a constantly In
creasing tendency on the part of state
governments to use convict labor In
works of public improvement, such
as road construction, rather' than the
manufacture of articles which compete with the product of free laboa
The purpose of the joint study is
to determine the conditions and methods by which most satisfactory results
are obtained and the lines along which
Improvements may be Inaugurated.
Studies will be begun in Colorado during the latter part of August, and
thereafter visits will be made to
camps in Utah, Idaho, Oregon and
Washington. Later on the studies
will extend to Michigan, Illinois, New
York, New Jersey, Virginia, North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona and New
Mexico.
TO HOLD

The delegates will be ad-d- i
eased by the Very lie v. Francis X.
McCabe, C. M., president of DePaul
university. Archbishop Qulgley, high
court chaplain of tne order, will be
one of the speakers at tha convention,
which will begin lta sessions Tuesday
afternoon in the assembly hall of tho
Hotel La Salle. Mrs. Rose. D. Ritt-maof Chicago is high chief ranger
of tho order and will preside over the
sessions. The deliberations are ex
pected to continue through the week.
Elaborate plans have been perfected
for the entertainment of the delegates
and visitors. Among the features of
the entertainment program will be aa
automobile tour of the Chicago park
system, an evening boat trip on Lake
Michigan, luncheons and dinners, and
a reception at the Hotel LaSalle.
Not an American league catcher la
hitting in the .300 division, while th
National league boasts of Gonzales ot
Cincinnati, Wingo of St. Louis and
Archer of Chicago, all in the .300 list

Don't Let a Cold ,

Settle on Yonr Lungs

oases of Lung Trouble can b
traced directly to a severe cold which
has beea neglected, and which, as a
result, has affected the
If yon
have a persistent cough lungs.
or cold, take
warning before It Is too late. Eckman's
Alterative Is most beneficial In such case
and has been the means of completely
restoring to health many persons who hail
serious lung trouble. Head of this case:
Pleasantvllle. N. J.
"Gentlemen: During the winter of 1911
I contracted a severe
cold, which settled
on my lungs. The doctor pronounced It
lung trouble. I tried nearly every preparation without any result and kept getEckman's Alterative was
ting worse.
recommended
to me and I commenced
using it as a last resort. The first bottle
seemed to give no relief: In fact, I seemed to feel worse, but 1 kept
on
the medicine and found out the using
first
bottle had really started me on tbe road
to recovery by loosening the mucus and
making me expectorate freely.
After
using the medicine for some time my
cough ceased, I Rained flesh and today X
am a
Many

SESSIONS IN CHICAGO
well man.
Chicago, Aug. 21. Eleven hundred
GEO. M. BATES.
(Signed)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
delegates, representing 70,000 mem
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
bers of the Women's Catholic Order
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Arfectlous.
of Foresters in 32 states, will assem
Bronchitis
Bronchial Aalhnm. Stubborn
Colds
and In upbuilding the
ble in Chicago next week for the an
Contains no narcotics, poisons orsystem.
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
nual national convention of the order.
of recoveries,
and write to Eckmau
The convention will open Tuesday
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for evidence For sale by all leading druggists
morning with a pontifical high mass
in the Holy Name cathedral.
The and E. O. Murphey and Red Cros
celebrant will be the Right Uc.v. A- Drug company.
lexander J. McGavick, auxiliary bishop
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
g
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0ASTER
GREATLY IHPROVED
REDUCED IN PRICE

improved El Tosto C3.B0

$4.00

The New H0TP0INT ELECTRIC TOASTER operated with
one hand, the only electric toaster to do this.
Cooks enough nice golden brown toast for five people at
cost of ICm
Will toast two slices of bread on both sides in 2
minutes.
Can anyone afford to continue to make toast the old way,
and trot to the kitchen, when improved EL TOSTO does all
the work right on your dining room table?
1-

COriE IN NOW
the
ever

nicest hot weather drink you
tasted. Flusne9 thoroughly and pleasantly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
Y
says: "Have used laxatives for
15 years but this Citrolax has pot
everything else beat a mile." Try It
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug

-2

EXAHINE OUR STOCK OF ELECTRICAL

WATCH A DEHONSTRATION OF "EL TOSTO" IT
WILL BE A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU.
The public is Entitled to Courtegeous Treatment and to the

GOODS

Best Possible Service.

Adv.

No wonder

Interest PeJd On Deposits

Advice

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

FE

THREE
LESS MEAT

IS NO! PLEASED

statute rates

I100.000.H

f

CREDIT

Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 21. A bill
proposing a change in the baslo gold
bac king of the note issue of Canada
hat been framed toy the finance minister. The (bill proposes that 25 per
cent gold shall be held against tlie
first $50,000,000 in Domlnirn ;,otes
IsHucd. At present 25 per rem gold
is held against $30,000,000 in notes
After the proposed bill pas8e;. gold
will be held for every note after

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

.,,uxiMh

$100 Reward, $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
be'en able to cure In all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the syBtem, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
in its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
(hat it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To.
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the British press censor
baseball

scores.

at the Cincinnati lineup:

Look

MoliwlU,
Herzog, Berghammer, Schneider, Grob.
and Von KoInlU.
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FOUR
cans,"
Carranza's attitude toward the Unit
ed States as provisional president of
Mexico should at least bo friendly.
ESTABLISHED 1879
Will It?
There arises the question, too, as
to
how long the. constitutionalist thief
Published by
will be able to preserve peace and
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
tranquility In the battletorn republic.
(Incorporated)
Everybody wishes him success, but
... Editor. there are few who believe he will at
M. M. PADGETT
tain 1L Just as soon as Carranza be
gins the handing out of political patronage and an election is held, It is
predicted that the disappointed of- will begin a new revolu
CnterM at ths postofflca at Eaat flceseekers
tion.
trans-UlMlMexico
for
New
IM Ytfas,
Here's hoping Carranza can hold
through the United States
his new Job, for peace and trandown
matter.
Balla aa second class
quility in Mexico, even If preserved
at the point of the sword, is some
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
thing devoutly to be desired.
o
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LOOKS
FIREMAN
PUEBLO
FOR A BOUT IN KANSAS
CITY

(Cash In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
trder. it sent otherwise we will not
"
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.

ansas City. Aug. 21. Jima da Flynn
If
is eettlne turbulent these days.
some rougnneca promoter aoesn i
give him a chance to wallop someone
he says that he Is going to enlist in
some combative army and do some
AT
DISCONTINUED
ALL. PAPERS
sluglng. Flynn is here with a dandy
EXPIRATION OF TIME
sit of boxing gloves, considerable
ambition and a healthy appetite. Now,
PAID FOR
why not give Jima da Flynn a
cluwce?
the
are guaranteed
Advertisers
There Is nothing artistic in the way
targest daily and weekly circulation Jim sells his wares. He will never
f any newspaper In northern New
a Carnegie medal for boxing.
Mexico.
Jim knows all of this and never has
tried to improve himself In the boxing
!ne. To Jim the cauliflower ear is
TELEPHONES
the badge of courage and his ruffled
utinets Office ................ Main
2
horn
Main
only proves that he never tried
News Department
to duck the torrid going. Jim Flynn
has made it possible for the bloodFRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1914.
thirsty followers of the game to get
a "run for their money" and If given
LONG lilt SCHOOL TEKM8 a chance he will show them some
The youngsters o Las Vegas are more rough stuff.
I wailing the fact that school will
Flynn has appeared only twice in
c .,en for the fall term on August 31
Kansas City and on both occasions he
' iis Is the first time tney have been has biffed away to crowded houses
led away from their summer vaca-Uuhis mixups with, Al Kaufman and
on
at so early a date In several Jack Dillon were the best bouts ever
i
ears. To them the Information will s;aed by the Grand Avenue Athletic
i.ot be comforting, but it is a fact that ciub. This Pueblo bear Is a drawing
the general trend in educational cir card and it is strange that he isn't
cles Is to reduce the vacation period usort oftener hereabouts. Flynn has
to as short a space of time as pos been walloped soundly several times',
sible. Doubtless the time will soon but there always is a healthy gang
come when the summer vacation will on hand when when he is billed to
not exceed one month.
perform.
The best educators of the country,
"Half of the gang turns out to see
working on the theory, that the child's mo killed and the otber naif to see
advancement is more rapid if his at- fie buried," said Flynn this morning.
tention is held constantly than if he I guess I am about as unpopular as
is made to study hard for nine months a German in Pais, but the box office
and then allowed to run wild for three receipts show, that I am a bear when
months, are inducing boards of edu- it comes ,to serving the public
cation throughout the country to' Flynn is here nagging at Al Norton,
lengthen their terms of school work. v Lo also Is a visitor. If Al can't be
It has been discovered that a child's Induced to do battle bring on Jack
mind, like that of his father or his Dillon or Carl Morris. In fact, If
mother, develops best when It is ac- Norton doesn't like the Flynn ideal
tive, and that when it Is given long Carl Morris would fit in nicely. There
periods of vacation following months has been some talk of a Flynn-Nortof systematic work it not only falls match and It would be a hummer, acto continue to develop but loses some cording to the writer's way of think
of the ground previously gained.
ing. Norton is tall and rangy and
In accordance with this theory,
possesses a world of speed.
echool terms are being lengthened
and the character of the work done is
STATUTE IS INVALID- being altered. Relief from the strain
Santa
Fe, "Aug. 21. That the old
of, bookwork is given by the Introduction of Industrial education. Dur- territorial statute, of 1856, which was
ing the summer months when school originally passed In Spanish, Is too
is' in session, work along educational vague and is also Invalid, is the ar
lines is supplemented by systematic gument made in the brief of the ap
athletic training, gardening and other pellant in the case of State vs. W. T.
outdoor work that partakes of the Chenault, filed today In the state
court. Chenault was convicted
nature of a pastime. Under the new
under
that statute at Portalea and
eystem the health of the children, In
stead of being Impaired by Increased sentenced to from eight to ten months
school work, Is declared to be im in the penitentiary on the charge of
sister-in"- ;
proved. And mothers, who have come restraining his
Z
law
for
evil
purposes.
tp dread vacation time because of the
for
their
of
rorry
caring
youngsters
RAILROAD IS SUED
all day, welcome the lengthened term
Santa'
Fe, Aug? 21. Suit has been
of school work, which transfers the
responsibility to trained teachers and filed against the El Paso & South
western Railroad company for $25,000
physical directors.
o
damages by W. W. Woodson and wife
for injuries received at Alamogordo
WHAT WILL HI
after a trip to Cloudcroft The plaint
General Carranza, head of the Mex iffs allege that Mrs. Woodson, in
ican constitutionalists, having reached alighting from the train at Alamothe capital of the southern republic" gordo, ran against a running board
largely through the assistance of the used to transfer freight from baggage
United States toy Its refusal to rec- oars and was seriously hurt, her knee
mizeHuerta and the raising of the cap being broken and she being conembargo on arms, it remains to be fined to bed since. Woodson asks
eeen what will be his attitude toward $15,000 for his wife's injuries and $10- this country. Already he is being 000 for the mental suffering he has
targed by numerous constitutionalists endured because of her injuries.
to make Insolent demands upon the
HOERR KEEPS TITLE
United States, that the "insult to
21. Roland
- Mexico" In the occupation of Vera
Aug.
Dallas, Tex.,
Cruz by American troops may in a Hoerr of St Louis today retained the
measure be atoned for. His advisers southwestern district tennis championare men who are reported to have ship title In singles by defeating Evan
ehotited publicly: "Death to Ameri-- Ree? of Dallas,
re-rei-
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MASONIC BODIES GERMAN

MEET IN

TO

OCTOBER

TACTICS A BITTER FIGHT

ARE LIKE

FOR OFFICIAL

OURS

PLUM

WILL BE MECCA AMERICAN MILITARY METHODS
ALBUQUERQUE
ARE ON TRIAL IN THE BIG
OF THE NEW MEXICO
EUROPEAN WAR
LODGES
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 21. October 'will be marked In Albuquerque
by the greatest assemblages of
ever held In New Mexico. Every
Masonic body In the state, including
the Eastern Star, the feminine auxil
iary of the order, will hold Btate
meetings here.
As has already been noted, Eallut
Abyad Temple, Mystic Shrine, will
hold a big session here October 7,
at which time III. Noble Fred R.
Smith, imperial potentate; 111. Noble J.
Putnam Stevens, deputy Imperial
potentate; 111. Noble Henry Neldrlng- haus. Imperial chief rabban, and 111.
Noble William, S. Brown, Imperial
treasurer, and their party will he
,
present.
There will he a short lull after that
excitement, and then will come Masonic week, beginning October 19. On
October 19, 20 and 21 the New Mexico
jurisdiction of the Blue Lodge will be
in session. The Royal Arch Masons
will meet in state session on October
2j, The Templar grand lodge meeting will be on October 23 and the order of the Eastern Star will meet on

Fort Leavenworth,

Kan., Aug. 21.

--

GORHAM

EVER

Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass

POST-MASTE- R

Santa Fe, Aug.

21.

I

That a political

the American army are battle is being fought today

The tactics of
on trial in the European war. For
years it has been known that the
American and the German modes of
varfare have been similar. Except
for the open order formations in
vhich America goes to the furthest
extreme the two armies are directed
It is
by almost the same system.
known that Major General Leonard
Wood Is an ardent supporter of the
Gtrman methods.
It Is also true that the French tac
tic: are somewhat similar to parts of
the German and where they depart
from them they begin to parallel ours,
so whatever the outcome of the Eu
ropean war, the tactics of America
will receive a severe test that may
result in the inauguration of radical
changes.
America closed Its mind to things
belligerent at the close of the Spanish-America- n
war, yet nothing could be
more fatal than to judge the army of
any nation by the standards existing
tnen. In the brief lapse of 16 years
October 24.
tbe army has received the closest
Masons from all over the state will
study and has been benefited by more
attend the meetings. It is a bit too inventions than at any other period
early yet for programs of the various of Its existence.
meetings, but it is expected that the
There are several Innovations that
sessions will be the most noteworthy this war will either make or break.
in tne history of Masonry in New Mex
One is the efficiency of light artillery,
ico.
another is the motor car in the dual
Ample and hearty doings will mark test as an armored scout and as a
the ceremonial session of Balut Abyad mode of
transportation. Still another
Temple October 7, to which Shriners is camp sanitation. This last feature
from every nook and cranny of the
has developed highly since the Span
state are expected to flock. The vis-I- t
war and will be sub
of the Imperial officers will make
most
severe test by the
its
to
jected
It the most Important occasion In the
enlistments.
tremendous
European
history of Abyad and the Shrine In The war will also settle, forever the
New Mexico and the nobles will extend
value of mass formation.
themselves to hit the bullseye at every
The last three years have marked
shot in the campaign of celebration the
development of the Indirect fire.
an-entertainment. October 7 falls in
By this method, perfected by the
the middle of fair week, far and away
French, and already in use In America,
the best possible time for the sort an Invisible
enemy is located, and
of shrine session planned.
shells containing 206 rifles size bulThe imperial officers are coming
lets, with range timed fuses, are playhere on their way from the ceremon- ed on them long before there is an
"
ial Shrine session at the bottom of
actual view. In a hilly or rolling
the Grand Canyon. There are a numthe indirect fire is practiccountry,
ber of local Shriners who would like
able unassailable by either light or
to attend that session at the Canyon
heavy artillery, and for a range one
bottom, but it falls on an inconvenient thousand
yards or over, the parabola
date. The active members of Ballut 13
to allow shelter beenough
great
Abyad are anxious to be on the Job hind a
hill.
high
pretty
In preparing for the session here, and
Modern warfare is drawn to an exto go to the Canyon for the doings act
science, and It is a safe prediction
there on the sixth would leave them
that this war will tevolutionize the
no time to help finally line up things
rules of the war game. The old haphere for the seventh. Indications are hazard and hysterical charges have
that few, if any, of the local Shriners passed Into oblivion. It is now govwill go to the Canyon.
erned by carefully thought out plans,
orders communicated and obeyed and
men placed in strategic positions ad
without confusion. Gunners know to
a mathematical certainty the range of
their guns. Advancing armies sally
to attack a certain stronghold
forth
ALMOST RUINED
with complete information of the
strength of that .position. Experts believe that the day of such spectacular
AN
EXPERT TELLS CONGRESS charges as that of the Light Brigade,
Pickett's men at Gettysburg and of
THE BIG FISH MUST HAVE
PROTECTION
the Old Guard at Waterloo has passed.
It Is not believed that this waf will
'contribute anything like them.
Portland, Ore., Aug. 21. The salThe Germans will wage a fierce but
mon industry in the Columbia river
careful campaign. They depend upon
will be ruined unless drastic action
their terrific onslaughts to break the
U taken to protect the fish, H. M.
enemy. Their losses will be Immense
Lornsten, an Astoria, Ore., fisherman, but
they estimate the great sacrifice
testified today before the federal. In- of life
at the time of the charge as
dustrial relations 'commission.
compensated in the shortening of the
"The Columbia river is the only time of the war.
strea mln the country on which proThe French will exercise caution.
tective laws are carried out on de
They will fight fiercely, but in open
structive lines," he sattf, "Fishing
formation, and will probably annihibelow tide water and with stationary
late the advance line of the enemy
are the two principal with their
a.'ppJiah.ces
expert handling of the arabuses that should be corrected," he
..
... '
o,.tillery.
continued. "The annual salmon catch
from the stream should be about
BIG HOG MORTALITY
C00.000 pounds, The present yield Is
Santa Fe, Aug, 21 Diseases caused
about 300,000 pounds. If proper pro
tection were thrown around the fish the swine breeders of New Mexico to
the yield would double In five years." lose 1,200 hogs last year. The moneMr. Lornsten said the statutes op- tary loss was $12,000. The average
Orated against the individual fisher death rate wag 21 per 1,000 head, while
men for the benefit of tiappers, sein in the previous year it was 27 per
ers and others with big interests 1,000, the total los.s then having been
1,400 head. There are 56,000 hogs in
along the. stream.
"Certainly this situation is worth New Mexico valued at $566,000. In
the most searching Investigation," the United States seven million hogs
died from disease during the' last fisChairman Walsh said.
cal year, the rate being 119 Per thousand, or almost six times that of New
TOO MUCH COMPETITION
Washington, Aug. 21. The revolu Mexico.
tion in the Dominican republic Is at
RECEIVER ASKED FOR
an end .according to a message receiv
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 21 Suit for the
ed late today at the Dominican lega
tion. The American peace delegates appointment of a receiver for the
and the faction leaders reached an Bankers' Trust company, a St. Louis
agreement today for the selection of concern that own stock in many small
a president, who has not yet been town banks in the northwest, was filed
In the circuit court here today.
named the message said.
Ma-soi- it

OF
SANTA FE DESPAIRS
GETTING ITS NEW

in Wash-

ington over the Santa Fe postmaster-shi- p
is the well founded rumor circulated in democratic political circles.
It appears that the nomination of
Adolph P. Hill for state corporation
commissioner and his withdrawal
from the race for Santa Fe's postmas-tershi- p
has found several Barkises wilto
accept the honor. One of the
ling
most formidable candidates now In
the race is said to be Romulo Martinez, of Upper Palace avenue. He was
former sheriff of this county and former United States marshal. He owns
extensive business interests hera He
is regarded as one of the democratic
war horses and would, In the opinion
of many democrats, take precedence'
over a number of the younger democrats who have signified their willingness to accept the $2,500 office.
It Is understood, however, that Arthur Seligman, the Santa Fe county
democratic leader, has been In Wash
ington and hap talked to Congressman
Harvey B. Fergusslon In the interest
of his brother, James L. Seligman. Mr.
Seligman denied only mildly today
that he had "fixed up Hill's nomination" for corporation commissioner to
clear the track for "Jim." "Arthur
has probably put Jim over already"
was the way one prominent democrat
in the capltol described the situation.
It is generally believed that the
fight has narrowed itself down to
James Seligman and Romulo Mar-tine-a
and it is said the telegraph
wires have been kept hot today with
messages to Mr. Fergnssoni. It Is believed that Mr. Fergusson can decide
the matter and now that Hill's name
has been withdrawn by the president,
Mr. Wilson will make an appointment
of a postmaster at an early date
In
even before congress adjourns.
fact many democrats declare that congress will not adjourn at all.

AND

Pickard China
QUALITY IS FIRST
CONSIDERATION

l3T

At

TAUPERTS

fy&bLfr.
PAUL

DE

.......

fourth, Mulford,
2:43:55;
fifth .Oldfield, 2:51:37.

WINS

ELGIN ROAD RACE

2:48:15;

MARKETS

REELS OFF THE
THE VETERAN
FAST TIME OF 4:05 FOR
301 MILES

-'

'"'

I

i.'l

!'

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 21. Wheat today

to
opened unchanged, advanced 1
Elgin, 111., Aug. 21. The veteran 2 cents and then dropped back 1 cent
Ralph De palma won the Elgin road Liverpool was lower, and a private
race today, doing the 301 miles in estimate made the Canadian
crop
4:05:10
bushels under last year. The
was second with close was strong, however
Gil Anderson
third, cents net higher.
4:05:45.2, and Ralph Mulford
4:08:1(1. De Palma's time averaged
cent
Corn opened unchanged to
27.6 miles per hour, lowering the rec- down. At a fair trade
prices early adord, which was 71. 52.
cent over yesto
vanced from
Ted Tetzlaff won the first brush of terday's close. Corn closed sympatheof the automobile race for the Cobe tically strong
to 1 cent up.
Dearborn to Horn-- j Trade In oats was light. Prices
trophy, beating
tack's corner and rounding the turn opened unchanged and '.advanced
ahead of him. The two were the to
cents. Receipts were lighter
first of 20 to leave the starting tape than had been expected.
at 11:01 o'clock this morning. A Selling of September and October
crowd numbering at least 10,000 cheer- lard by a his commission house was
ed the start. As the cars lined up for, the feature in provisions. The openthe start four were missing Burmans, ing was 5 to 25 cents under yesterJesse Callahans and J. Callaghans, day. The closing quotations were:
r
while Bill Carson was mounted In the
Sept. 96; Dec. 101; May
Wheat,
car which Tom Orr was to have drlv-- . 107.
,7
en. Kenning appeared at the wheel
Corn, Sept 79; Dec. 70.
of the macslne which was to have
Oats, Sept. 44; Dec. 46.
,.
been manned by Luttrell.
.
!
Pork, Sept $22.40.
At the end of the first hour the
Lard, Sept. $10.05; Oct $10.17; Jan.
leaders In the race were:
$10.72.
Driver and Laps
Time
Ribs, Sept 112.67; OcL.412.22.
37:40
Wishart, 6
De Palma, 6
33:0
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
:.'.40:O5
Pullen, 6
Kansas
City, Aug. 21.r Hogs,
From
(Continued
Page One.)
.. 41:02
Wilcox, 6
2,500. Market 5 to 10 cents
42:33 lower.
Tetzlaff, 6
the late Pope Pius X, had died In
Cars Withdraw Early
Cattle, receipts 400. Market steady.
Rome shortly after the passing away
The leaders at the end of 100 miles
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market strong.
"
of her brother. Shock, caused by the were:
i
,:
jl
pontiff's end, was given as the cause.
First, Wishart, 1:15:23; second, De
It appears today that this report was Palma,
1:19:36;
third,
Wilcox, Keep your Ltver Active During the
the result of a telegraphic error, which 1:10:38; fourth, Anderson, 1:22:50;
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
occurred in the transmission of a dis fifth, Alley, 1:23:37.
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Milford and Oldfield were following
patch from Rome. The. pope's sister
Constipation is alive, although suffering
from close in sixth and seventh positions.
shock. She was already Indisposed Grant withdrew in the fifth lap with
does
beat
all how quickly Foley
It
when the pontiff was taken 11L and a broken oil tanlc Tldmarsh with- Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and
overcome constipation. Ney Oldham,
yesterday was obliged to take to her drew in the same lap because of
bed.
She Is under the care of Dr
trouble. Tetzlaff had trouble Wlmberley, Texas, says. "Foley CaAmlci.
and quit in the seventh lap. Because thartic Tablets are the best laxative
of illness Carson stopped on the I everhsed, ii They take the place of
calomel." ' Wholesome, stirring an i
eleventh lap.
Subscribe for The Optic
After 200 miles the leaders were:
cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
First, Wishart, 2:34:26; second, De stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
v :2
Palma, 2:40:56;
third, Anderson, Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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Neat
Tasty aand
selected number
WE carry

of

Rust-Proo-

Corsets

f

made up in standard patterns of
handsome brocades and figured
""'
v
batistes.
:

,

These styles are so unusual from the ordinary coutille and botiste
garments that you should make It a point to see them before buying
your new 'corset,
and give the
They fit and feel just as well as they look
same perfect comfort and satisfaction enjoyed by every
wearer of WARNER'S CORSETS,
The beautiful model 621 shown here is of batiste attractively
finished with silk flossing and trimmed with lace and ribbons
Low bust and long encasing skirt, freedom Is assured.
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H. R. Graham of Los Angeles passed through here last night la an auto
en route to sfoux City. He reported
the roads In bad condition.
George A. Clark of Santa Rosa is
& visitor in Las Vegas today.
G. Clark Is a visitor In Las Vegas
from Gall, Texas.
Ted Brash left lasst night tor his
heme in Oklahoma City after spend-Id- s
the past two months visiting his
friends and relatives in this city.
Charles Danzlger and family will
r,
leave tomorrow morning for El
where they will spend two
weeks.
Miss Hannah Friedman left this afternoon for Santa Fe, where Bhe will
reside in. the future. Miss Friedman
has resided In Las Vegas for a number of - years and .has many friends
are sorry to see her
in tha city-whleave.
A. H. Tupper of Denver is spending
a few days in Las Vegas on business.
C. E. Moore is a visitor in the city
from Pueblo.
Virgil Jennings of Cottonwood Falls,
Kansas, is a visitor In the city.
Miss Evelyn Hall left this afternoon
for her home in Cripple Creek, Colo.,
after having visited relatives in this
city for several weeks.
L. L. Mosseler of Phoenix is a business visitor In Las Vegas.
J. Brown Is spending a few days in
this city on business. He comes from
Snyder. Okla.
Nlles Highwood and family of Chesterton, Indiana, will leaev tomorrow
for their home. They have been visiting friends In this city.
Enrique Armijo is attending the
state board of equalization meeting in
Santa Fe this week.
Misses Alicia and Lillie Sanchez of
Los Lunas are spending a few days
in this city on business.
W. H. Stapp, the prominent West
felde druggist, is spending his vacation in the country. Frank Guerln
is working in the Red Cross Drug
etore during his absence.
Miss Grace Roseberry is entertaining Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burke and
Mr. G. Fear of Kansas
City, who
stopped here on their way to California, to which, state they are touring
in a Wlnton six.
Dean Frank Carroon and family returned today from Fort Union, where
they spent the past week.
Mrs. F. B. January returned today
from an extended trip through the
east. She has been away from Las
Vegas for nearly three months.
J. E. Rogers of El Paso came !n this
afternoon and will remain in the city
lor seevral days on business.
C. W. Patterson Is a Chlcagoan registered at one of the local hotels.
W. C. Blacle is a Denverite visiting
Las Vegas today.
George W. Cantwell Is a visitor
from Alamosa, Colo., In Las Vegas.
F. B. Tallaher is another El Pasoan
Pro-veni-

city.
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WILL BUILD UP SOUTH
RESULTS

American League
At Boston
Chicago

AMERICAN COMMERCE

2

2
6

4

Chicago, Aug. 21.iFrancia,,Otiraet,'
220, Tom McNamara
of Boston with 219, and Louis Telller
of Canoe Brook with 221, led the field
of 56 golfers remaining in the national
open tournament at the end of the
third round today. With these men

3

Batteries:
Wolfgang and
Shore and Cadyt,

Mayer;

R.H.E.
At Philadelphia
1 8 2
Detroit
3 5 2
Philadelphia
'
Batteries: Dauss, McCreevey and
Stanage; Wyckoff and Lapis Schang.
.

R. H. E.
At Washington
4 8
St. Louis
5 11 3
Washington
Batteries: James, Baumgardner and
Leary; Johnson and Henry.

National League
At Pittsburgh
Boston -

You Will Find

the best in all

SEASONS

ESTABLISHED

4

Boston

---

CLEARING HOUSE FOR AMERICAN MONEY WILL BE

R.H. E.

A

MATCHES

From week to week this space will held some Interesting
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

444444.4

R- - H. E.
At New York
13 1
U
Cleveland POOR GAME OF GOLF New York
8 9 1
Mitchell and O'Neil;
Batteries:
Warhop, Brown
Keating,
OUIMET FAILED TO SHOW MUCH Fisher, pieh,
Schwert
and
Nunamaker,
CLASS IN THE TITLE

title holder, with

HV1

21, 1914.

3 6 2
T
T
'
T
Pittsburgh
and
Batteries:
Gowdy;
holes this
test over the remaining
Rudolph
f
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
afternoon became exciting, many spec- Conzelman, OToole and Coleman.
tators following the players. Four
R.H.B.
4.
4
At Chicago
players withdrew during the afternoon.
2 7 2
Ouimet took 38 for the first nine Brooklyn 3 6 2
holes of the last round, making the Chicago
Batteries: Allen, Reulbach and Mc
"Red" Watson vs. Willie Beecher,
champion's ..total, for 63 holes 258.
20 rounds at Vernon, Cat
Francis Ouimet took 298 strokes for Carty; Cheney and Bresnahan.
the 72 boles finals in the open golf
R. HE.
At St. Louis
championship In a struggle to retain
KILLED BY LIGHTNING
1 7 o'
the title.- - This did not seem good Philadelphia
Estes
Park. Colo.., Aug. 21 Dr. W.
0 8 0
enough. He took 78 for the last round, St Louis
E.
Dillingham of Mead, Colo., was
Batteries: Tincup and Burns; Doak
the worst he had made during the
killed by lightning on. Spremen mounand Snyder.
contest.
tain yesterday!. He had been camp-ftiFederal League
son. The child
with his
At Kansas City
R.II. E. was uninjured.
12 3
T4
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
4 Brooklyn
Kansas City
,..8 14 4
BUSINESS IS GOOD
Batteries:
Bluejacket, Houck and
Washington, Aug. 21. Reports of
Land; Johnson and Easterly.
decided Improvement In the general
Second Game
R, H. E. condition of the country and the fi'
National League
1 4 1
I'rooklyn nancial situation In New York were
W.
L.
Pet Kansas City
1 5 0
brought to the treary department
43
59
.578
New York
Batteries: Marion and Land; Stone foday
by J. P. Morgan and William
4G
55
.549
Boston
and Easterly. Called to catch train. Forter, a member of the Morgan firm.
58
52
.527
St. Louis
Mr. Morgan and Mr. Porter spent
55
51
.519
Chicago
At St. Louis
R.H.E. nearly two hours in conference with
56
48
.462
0. 2 0
Philadelphia .
Buffalo .
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo
47
55
.461 St. Louis
1 3 2
Pittsburgh
and
members of the federal reserve
56
.461
48
Eiooklyn
Batteries: Moore and Blair; Daven board. Messages reachced the treas59
47
.442
Cincinnati
port and Simon.
ury detriment today from bankers in
cities Of the country, from the
American League
R H E. Pacific to the Atlantic
At Chicago
coast, of ImW.
L.
5 3
Pet Baltimore 1.
0
conditions and a return to
proved
35
.667 Chicago
70
. .....4 6 0 normal. In many cases clearing
Philadelphia
j
.546
49
59
r.oston
Batteries:
Bailey and
house certificate are no longer used
50
.532 Johnson and Wilson.
57
Washington
Vy banks and all demands from coun53
.509
55
Detroit
try institutions for currency are being
56
.495
65
Western League
Chicago
met promptly.
.491
52
54
At St. Josephs- St. Louis
R. H. E.
60
.450 Wichita
2 9
49
0
New York
APPROVES PEACE PARADE
78
.315 St. Joseph
36
4 9 0
Cleveland
New; York, Aug. 21. President WilBatteries:
Lambert and Graham;
son, has given, his approval today to
Vance and Griffith.
Federal League
the womens' peace parade to be held
W.
L.
Pet
In this city on August 29., A tele.556
48
60
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
Chicago
phone message from Secretary Tu4 8 0
.547 Sioux City
48
58
Indianapolis
multy thig sfternoon said:
4G
3
LInco
.549
4
9
In
54
Brooklyn
''The president says the parade Is
.538
48
56
Batteries:
Baltimore
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Chicago, Aug. 21. Establishment of
a Drancn or a Chicago DanK tn Lima,
Peru, or a trade clearing house for
the purpose of stimulating trade be
tween the central, weBt and western
South America is contemplated, it
was learned here today.
John J. Arnold, a Chicago banker,
has Induced Frederick Alfonso Pezet
the Peruvian minister to the United
States, to come here September 3 to
disucss trade relations with business
men of the Mississippi valley. The
Peruvian government owns a line of
steamships now plying on the west
coast of South America, and is anx'
lous to extend this commerce to either
New York or New Orleans. Senor
Pezet Is said to be Interested In find
Mississippi river
ing out whether
points can supply the ships with regular cargoes, and whether Peruvian
imports can be handled economically
through New Orleans.
.

AN IMPORTANT

ARREST

Albuquerque.. NM.4ug. 21. Sheriff Sylvestre Peralta of St. Johns,
Ai,ache county, Arizona, was here
last night with three prisoners, charged with horse stealing.
Joe Baca.
who has served five terms In the
New Mexico penitentiary, was one of
the prisoners. The other two are
rirnest Walker and Magdaleno Alarld,
youths of Apache county.
They stole 15 horses from several
owners in Apache county In July and
left, traveling overland, according to
the sheriff. They sold several but
the sheriff recovered all the animals.
He trailed as far as Zunl and arrived
thrre only ten days behind them, hut
lost the trail in the malpais.
The sheriff, accompanied by Dep
uty Sheriff Ben Borrows of Torrance
county, captured the trio yesterday
ten miles west of Bernalillo, Tne of
ficers rode up while they were in
Jiian Domingo's house and unarmed.
They left their rifles on their sad- -

Total Resources January

Total Resources July

. $188,300.76

1913

-

$252, 270.47

Total Resources January i, ioi4 -

$320,653.83

Total Resources July 1, 1914- - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank
COMMENCED

JAPAN READY
TO FIGHT
(Continued from Page One)

"The preparations

for the defense

of Antwerp extend over an enormous

All classes In the city are Joining in the work day and night, but
there Is no sign of panic or confusion.
"The gates driven through the walls
by a peace loving people are closed,
while this work of preparation goes
doggedly forward. Antwerp itseir offers a strange contrast. At almost
area.

every window appear English, Belgian
and- - French flags, giving a festive air
to the city w.hlch is preparing to resist to the last gasp.
Will Use Brussels Road
Yesterday was about the date when,
according to the forecasts of their
cwn and many other military writers
In Europe the German troops were to
appear before the walls of Paris.
According to French official advices,
it is the Germans' intention to pass
their main army Into France by the
Brussels road. The Germans them
selves are naturally silent, but there
is no reason to doubt that they are
quite as well aware of the difficulties
of this route as their opponents. The
Namur forts have not yet been attacked or rather had not been at the
time of the latest advices.
On the German left, where three
Austrian army corps are said to have
reinforced them, the battle is said to
be developing a front of nearly 40
miles, and, according to French state
ments, nothing is heard from the
German side.
An impenetrable curtain has been
drawn over the operations in the cen
ter of the battle line, where the main
French, army Is cooperating in the
fighting. The Russian advance' $in
east Prussia apparently stretches tover
a front of 60 miles between Stalupon- en and Lyck, but the Russian invaders
have not yet gained much German
ground.
Little Is heard of Austrian opera
tions at present, hut it is known that
are moving
Austrian
contingents
along the Rhine to meet the French
advance in Alsace.
.

.

&
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stead avenue today while looping the
Stories related to him of the hard
loop, and escaped with his life. He ships endured by Americans maroon
was only badly bruised and lacerated. ed in Germany impelled him to make
a second attempt ana in company '
COTTON OPERATOR FAILS
with John Moran of New York, whose
New York, Aug. 21. Eugene Scales, wife was last heard from la Munich.
the cotton operator, today filed a vol- Dr. Martin started again through Holuntary petition in bankruptcy, giving land. There he fell in with S. Bergliabilities at $28,585 and assetr as man of New York, who had Just spent
three days in an English prison at
$200,250.
Winchester owing to hla inability to
German Prisoners Held
prove his American citizenship,
New York, Aug. 21. What should
"At one point between Cologne and
be done. with two escaped prisoners Exerfeld we passed entrenchments beof war, Germans, who reached this ing rapidly thrown up
by thousands of
port as stowaways on the United Fruit troops.
Entrenchments extended on
steamer Almlrante (British) raised a both' sides jof. our
highway, and as
problem today for the solution of the far as the eye could reach there were
Washington government. They are masses of troops with field guns and
now in the custody of the Immigra munitions.
Moving in the direction
tion officials at Ellis Island, awaiting of Belgium, between Cologne and Bin-ge- n,
w ord from Washington as to their fate.
was a continuous line of troops,
provision wagons and ambulances.
At Frankfort 6,000 French prisoners
TRAVEL IS DIFFICULT
were pointed to us. We appeared to
be the only travelers who were not
IN EUROPEAN LANDS soldiers or officials, and the Journey
was a continuous thrill, as we
expected to be deprived of
AMERICAN
DOCTOR HAS c:FI - ',our sknder stock of gasoline. When
ever we announced ourselves AmeriCULTY IN FINDING LOST
cans we were greeted with stolid
NIECE
courtesy.
"We arrived in Cologne Tuesday
London, Aug. 21. Dr. Franklin Martin of Chicago, who left here a week night, after having ran 250 miles dur
ago for Munich to get his niece, Miss ing the day. We pushed on to Crefeld.
Stone, also of Chicago, returned to The highway was congested with guns,
London this morning.. His trip was ambulances and munitions of war of
successful. Dr. Martin tells a story all kinds.
full of interesting experiences on tae
"At only one time did we seem to
continent. He attempted first to make be In real danger; this was when two
his way to Munich, toy way of. Paris soldiers pointed their guns at our
and Berne, Switzerland, but was not heads as our deliberate
chauffeur
successful. He was unable to pro- look his time in stopping on their
ceed beyond parts.
orders."

Baca has served three sentences In
Mexico penitentiary
for
horse stealing, one for assault upon
Excitement in Samoa
an Indian woman and one for killing
American Samoa, Aug. 6.,
Pagopago,
Frank Maxwell on the Navajo reserva
San
(via
Aug. 21.) News
Francisco,
tion. The latter sentence was impos
R.H.E.
of the dleclaratlon of war between
ed by the United States court. He
6 7
and Great Britain caused
was arrested for this crime in Socor Germany
when it
the greatest excitement
MAYORS.,TO MEET
ro county by Alcario Montoya, when
reached Apia, German Samoa. EviNew York, S.ug 21. Mayor Mltchel he was a
deputy sheriff. Baca's home
dently the German commandant felt
today addressed letters to the mayors is at Bernalillo.
that the port is not defensible against
of loll the principal cities in the
naval attack or serviceable as a naval
United States asking their views on
DRASTIC PROVISION)
base, for the merchantman
the proposal, made recently at the i
Aug. 21. A proposal which arrived here
Washington,
today brought with
fifth annual conference- of the New
to make railroad directors criminally her all the government bullion,,, and
York state mayors, that a national
iiable for negligently suffering the
private funds on deposit there. The
conference of municipal executives be
funds to be misapplied German wireless ,6tatlon at
corporation's
Fanamaheld some time during the
Apia was
was urged today by Senator Renyon
Psciflc exposition at San Francisco
opened August. 2, and immediately
as an amendment to the Clayton antinext year.
justified its existence by carrying the
trust MIL The bill as! redrafted by declaration of war.
the judiciary committee would make
PROFESSOR IS DROWNED
when
Holland Fears Attack
Boulder Colo., Aug. 21. Professor directors criminally liable only
funds.
misapply
wilfully
they
William H. Pease of, the University1
Amsterdam, (via Loudon,) Aug. 21.
A movement is developing among
Notable activity is evident among
of Colorado law school, was drowned
senators to end the antl the German air craft which
democratic
fly fre
last night in the North Platte river
near Saratoga, Wyo. He was on a trust legislative program with the quently over Holland. A Zeppelin,
of the Clayton bill, deferring
following the course of the Rhine,
fishing expedition with three other passage
bill authorizing the In
the
pending
members of the university faculty.
passed over Zevenaar today. Dutch
to reg soldiers shot at it and the dirigible
Last night he did not return to the terstate commerce commission
of
securities
of
issuance
ulate
the.
hotel and his companions made an
disappeared' over the German frontier,
until the next ses
Another Zeppelin flew over Maassearch,, finally finding the common carriers
tricht last night and followed the road
body in a shallow pool, tl is believed sion.
Senator Simmons, chairman of the Meere. afterward disappearing. Ger
that Professor Pease was seized with
f nance comittee, said last night that man aeroplanes also have been seen
an attack of vertigo while wading.
there could be no thought of adjourn in several directions scouting over
ment now, as congress must be ready Holland.
PATRIOTIC
.. .CANADA IS
revenue shortage
Montreal, Aug. 21. The, bank of to provide for any
war.
the
enured
ALBERT WAS LUCKY
by
Montreal announced today that the diMInneola, N. Y., Ang. 21. Albert
rectors had authorized a contribution
cotton r&gt at Flleux of INew Yor city fell 1,000 '
WANTED- -"
of $100,000 for national patriotic
office.
feet in bis monoplane to the HempOpflc

the New
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for even as he Wrned toward toe
there was a geutle stirring
among the cushions and one of them,
Jarring a stand full of
roses near by, sent a shower of crimson petals fluttering over the sleeping
form of Iris herself.
"Dlos!" whispered Pedro.
For a breath or two he stood staring
down at her, and then, being careful
not to awaken her, he drew up a large
armchair to the opposite aide of the
hearth, and dropping into It, sat regarding her intently, his hands clasped
about hlB knees, his head bowed.
That Iris had been at a ball or fes
tlvlty of some sort was plain from the.
gown she wore.
Her hair seemed washed with melt
ed gold, after the manner, of the ancients, and her carmine lips half parted
over the little, even white teeth, might
have been stained with henna, so red
they were so very red like wounded
poppy and her skin was so very, very
white, yet creamy, too.
"Princess of the past ages," he murmured softly, "your soul shines
through the flesh of today!"
Pedro arose, and bending over her,
brushed a
petal from hei
lips. And Iris awoke, looking at him
with love in her eyes.
"I knew you would come tonight,
she said smiling. "Something told me
couch,

The Impossible Boy

d

By Nina Wilcox Putnam
Illustrations by C. D, Rhodes,
Copywright by Bobbs Me trill Co.

21, 1914.

told you so. aIi!
I cunnot endure to have you act so!
And this is Hill's own room!"
"But I do love you!" she cried, following him. "Pedro, touch me tell
me that you care! Kiss me, Pedro!"
"Never!" he said fiercely. "You do
not love me you love Hilll Yes, yes,

snle. I have nlrcady

me OPTIC

he
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WILL SPEND FOUR DAYS CAMPING IN THE VICINITY OF
WATROUS
The Dove jiatrol of the Las Vegas
troop of the Boy Scouts of America
left this morning for a several days'
outing near Watrous. The hoys started about 10 o'clock, Intending to walk
all the way. Their camp outfit, beds,
grub and tents waa sent by wagon.
About ten boys were In the party and
fctore will Join them at their camp to
morrow.
All scouting activities will be entered into and many boys will take
their examinations for entrance into
tie troop. Swimming, boating, signalling, hiking and many other sports
will help pass the time between now
and next Tuesday, when the troop will
return. The boys are under the di

for the Urst time.

E. Morrison has purchased
a Ford Automobile.
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California Grapes
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Some Particularly Fine

freestone peaches

Superior to the California Peaches
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Cooking Apples
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GETTING

READY FOR GAME

THEY EXPECT TO GIVE GOOD AC
The funeral of the late Octave
COUNT OF THEMSELVES
Geoffrlon will occur tomorrow morn
IN ALBUQUERQUE
ing at 9 o'clock from the Church of
All friends
Our Lady of Sorrows.
The Las Vegas Maroons have been
of the family are invited.
practicing for the past several days
getting in shape for their game in Al
On September 21 there will be an
buquerque Sunday. The boys are in
examination held at the Las Vegas better condition than
they have been
postoffice for specialist in industrial at any time this season and hope to
education. Eligibles who qualify !n retrieve their defeat of several weeks
examinations will be placed in posl ago. The Albuquerque team is a fast
Hons in the bureau of education at one an dbeat the Maroons
by one point
Washington. The examination for as when the two crossed bats in this
sistant superintendent o.f construction city.
will be held on the same day. On Oc
It is hoped that a crowd of fans
tober
examinations for ship will accompany the team when it
draftsman and copyist ship draftsman leaves tomorrow
night for the Duke
will be held.
City. A good game is assured, as
both of the teams are in excellent
NEW ADJUTANT GENERAL
condition and each is after the other's
IX. President
Aug.
Washington,
scalp to add to its collection for the
Wilson today nominated Colonel Hen- season. This
probably is the last.
ry P. McCain to be adjutant general game the boys will play away from
with the rank og brigadier, vice Ad- home this
year and they want to make
jutant General George Andrews to be a good record.
retired.
The management of the Maroons
Is trying to echodulo a game with the
Santa Fe team to be played- in this
of this month.
city on the twenty-nintRICARDI) GAUNA DIES
That date is to close the Maroons
season
hoped that the game
IN RUNAWAY ACCIDENT will be and it is here.
The Santa Fe
played
fans are planning an excursion and a
big crowd will be on hand to witness
RO the contest.
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Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallot Raynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,'$100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on
At

Time Deposits

the Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

MERO WAS ONCE A RICH
RANCHMAN

STATUS OF ISLANDS
Word was received last night from
Clayton that Don Ricardo Gauna had
aied near that place from injuries
received in a runaway. Guana waa
driving home with two companions
after inspecting some sheep. The
mule team became frightened at some
object and turned the buggy over,
throwing the occupants heavily to the
ground., It was thought at first that
no one was seriously injured, but
while on the way to Clayton to secure
attention for several minor cuts that
one of the men had received, Guana
died, probably from internal injuries.
Mr. Guana was 68 years of age and
had been the foreman of Secundino
Romero's sheep interests for the past
15 years.
He was well known all
over the northern part of the state
and was at one time a wealthy ranchman. He is survived by a wife, two
sons. and a daughter.
The body will be brought to this
city for burial as soon as arrangements cantie made. No funeral announcements have been made.
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THE GRA AF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

UNITED STATES WILL NOT COUN
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Repair,

Don't wait until the last minute, let
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Washington, Aug. 21 Senate: Met
Word was received in this ci':y last
at 11 a. m.
In
accidental
the
of
death
Santa
right
Consideration of bill for governFe of W. It. Hepner, formerly foreman of the Gross, Kelly planing mill. ment purchase of 15,000,000 ounces ot
silver objected to by Senator Bristow.
Mr. Hepner v. as foreman of the Sa-ita

Fe Lumber company and was riding
yesterday morning on a motor trvck
leaded with lumber when he fell headlong to the road. He was killed instantly.
Roy Crichton was driving the truck
at the time of the accident and was
on his way to the United States Indian school with the lumber. He hurriedly summoued a doctor, but when
the physician arrived it was found
that Mr. Hepner was dead. ' A coroner's jury waa empaneled and after
viewing the body a verdict of accidental death was brought in.
Mr. Hepner was about 50 years of
age and until last fall had resided
in this city. He lived here for many
years. He was jolly and well liked
by all who knew him and his death

Began debate on administration war
risk bill.
House: Met at noon.
Private claims bills on the calendar
were considered.
Naval committee continued discus- slon of the Weeks bill to establish, a
government steamship line to So'itjt
and Central America.
Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
8 a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5:
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.
Adv.

TIRES AID TUBES
For the best on the markeftoday see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
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Have you Seen the New Chelsea Wool
and Fiber lius?
in 9x12 size.
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Furnishers."

THANK SWISS PRESIDENT
Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 21, (via
Paris), American citizens here, on

behalf of themselves and their coun
trymen elsewhere in Switzerland,
have sent a message to Arthur Hoffman, the Swiss president, thanking
him for the kindness shown them during these difficult times.
President Hoffman replied, thanking them and adding that the Swiss
government would do all in its power
for the Bafety and comfort of Americans and in facilitating their return

mm m

home.

4

PEEVISH PRANK
Tulsa, Okla;, Aug. 2!. Alva Golds-baged 19, today shot and killed
his mother-in-laMrs. U. G. Meyers,
fatally wounded his wife and then
killed himself. The tragedy occurred
at Drumwright an oil town, 50 miles
from Tulsa.
A
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Chas. Ilfeld Company
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Lverythmg in Hardware and furniture
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Santa Fe, X. M.f Aug. 21. A feature of the meeting of the state board
of equalization, held at the senate
chamber in the capitol yesterday was
tiie clash between Assistant District
Attorney O. I Phillips, of Raton, Colfax county, and the board, when Mr.
Phillips shouted that the board did
not understand conditions in Colfax
county when it assessed as coal reserves a lot of land in which the mineral rights and surface ownership are
separate. He said that one company
bos coal lands in five precincts and
in four of the five all the coal rights
are reserved to the Maxwell grant and
the lands on the surface as grazing
lands. He said this was also true of
the Van Houten Land and Fuel company lands, which had no coal rights
whatever and yet were assessed by
the board of equalization as coal
lands."
Attorney General Clancy, presiding,
replied to Mr. Phillips that he was
"talking about something without examining the records."
Representatives from Otero county
then mixed in the argument and said
that if they are to go by the records
of the clerk's office as to valuations,
"it does not seem necessary for the
state board to make the valuations."
Representatives from San Miguel
ai.d Mora counties followed with declarations that "mistakes had been
r.iade" and added they had come to the
meeting in an effort to discover the
mistakes; but that if the board does
not court criticism It would have been
better not to have summoned, the various county officials for a conference.
The board took up the equalization
matters county by county, beginning
There was a lively
with Bernalillo.
tilt between Chairman Clancy of the
board and Assessor Guy H. Herbert
of Chaves county over the assessment
on automobiles. "An auto is worth
what you get for it," shouted Mr.
Herbert. "Any one who has owned
an automobile knows that; any one
v. bo has run an automobile knowB that
if he has paid $1,000 for it and run1
it 500 miles, he can't get more than
$030 for it."
Mr. Clancy asked, amidst laughter,
if it were not true that Air. Herbert
had assessed one automobile for
"No sir," replied Mr. Herbert,
$G000.
"there may be one for $1,000 but not
any for 6,000. No, sir!"
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
suggested that if the board of equali
zation is ever to transact the mass of
tuFiness before it, it would be best to
take up one item at a time for all of
the 26 counties beginning with agri
cultural lands. "And then finish agricultural lands before we discuss anything else," he said "automobile or
The suggestion seemed
(anything.,"
to meet with favor.
The senate chamber was crowded
a l day with the commissioners, assessors, district attorneys, assistant dis
trict attorneys and others from every
part of the state, who have come to
discuss the tax problem.
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We are Sole Agents.

BEJjNCOANGED

Washington, Aug. 21. A resolution
reaffirming adherence of the United
States to the "open door" policy of
China, and proclaiming that this government, in view of the apparent extension of the war in Europe to the
Far East, could not follow with Indifference any alteration of the status
quo of the islands of the Pacific and
Oceanica, was introduced in the senate today by Senator Gallinger.
It
was referred to the foreign relations
committee.
Accompanying his resolution Sena-to- r
Gallinger submitted a memorandum pointing out that in the waters
lvin gbetween the Philippines and Ha- wail and south and southeast of the
latter are islands owned by France,
Germany and Great Britain. Also in
that region lie Guam and other IsTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
lands owned by the United States,
and the Samoan islands, in which
WANTED A second
France, Great Britain and Germany
hand,
range; good water heater. Phone and the United States have interests;
Purple 5492.
These, he points out, are in "easy
striking distance of the Philippines,
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping to say nothing of Panama and San
rooms. Phone Main 348, 721 Fourth. Francisco."
t
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Manuel Martinez was arrested last
night on the charge of drunkenness.
When brought before Judge D. R.
Murray this morning he pleaded guilty
and paid a fine of ?5 and the costs.

FALLOT

u

14-1- 5

CASH GROCER

15

come before the council, and it is
lieved the meeting will be brief.

was a shock to all of his friends. He
leaves a widow, who is in Denver in
a hospital, several sisters in Califor
nia and a son, A. C. Hepner.

II. HEFNER KILLED

IN

SCUABBLE OVER COLFAX COUNTY
COAL LANDS IS THE

Peaches

The city council will meet tonight
in adjourned regular session. There
la little business of importance to

STEARNS' STORE.
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FRUIT SPECIAL

If.

BOARD

HAS LIVELY SESSION

George

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
of this famous moun
season
34th
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
tain resort Carriage out every Sat In wood. Direct from the distillery to
orday morning, returning following you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
10.00, transportatFriday; charges
Watch the improvement in the Mary
ion, 11.00. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas, Pickford pictures from now on. Photo-pipBox B. Leave orden at Murpney'i
Adv.
jr Plaaa hotel. AdT.
The famous Miller tires have not
in price. Guaranteed 400
BARGAIN
advanced
AUTO
For sale, 1913 model six cylinder miles. All sizes in stock. L. V. Auto
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain and Machine Company. Adv.
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
Photoplay theater tonight, Vitagraph
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
"Warfare in
feature extraordinary,
AdT.
the Skies" also Mary Pickford in "The
Englishman and the Girl." Adv.
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Sfeam Laundry

An Optic Want Ad Will Get

What You Want

When You Want It
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